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challenges of seismic imaging

noisy data and linearization errors

bandwidth and aperture limitations

presence of shadow zones

uncertainty quantification compliments imaging

assessing variability amongst feasible seismic images

translation of imaging uncertainty to downstream tasks, e.g, horizon tracking

challenges: high-dimensionality of seismic images and forward operator costs
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Two main source of uncertainty

errors in the data, e.g., measurement noise

forward modeling (background velocity model) errors

Pierre Thore, Arben Shtuka, Magali Lecour, Taoufik Ait-Ettajer, and Richard Cognot. “Structural uncertainties: Determination, management,
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Focus of this talk

quantifying uncertainty w.r.t errors in the background model

main contributing factor to imaging uncertainty due to its effect on reflector positioning

requires solving numerous imaging problems, e.g., via reverser-time migration

Sergey Fomel and Evgeny Landa. “Structural uncertainty of time-migrated seismic images”. In: Journal of Applied Geophysics 101 (2014),
pp. 27–30.

Oleg V Poliannikov and Alison E Malcolm. “The effect of velocity uncertainty on migrated reflectors: Improvements from relative-depth
imaging”. In: Geophysics 81.1 (2016), S21–S29.



Parihaka dataset

real prestack Kirchhoff time migrated dataset
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Proposed method

a novel velocity continuation method

mapping images associated with one background model to another virtually for free

based on the recent advances in deep learning for operator learning



Linearized wave-equation based imaging

di = F(m,qi) + ϵi

≈ F (m0,qi) + ∇m F(m,qi)
∣∣∣
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observed seismic data d = {di}ns
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discretized acoustic wave equation F(m,qi)

squared-slowness model of the subsurface m

source signature qi

measurement noise ϵi

smooth squared-slowness model m0



Velocity continuation

T(minit,mtarget) : δM → δM

space of seismic images δM

initial and target background models minit,mtarget

maps images associated with one background model to another without explicitly imaging
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Fourier neural operator surrogate

Gw∗(mtarget, δminit) ≈ T(minit,mtarget)(δminit) = δmtarget,

Fourier neural operator Gw

initial and target seismic images δminit, δmtarget
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Representations. OpenReview.net, 2021. url: https://openreview.net/forum?id=c8P9NQVtmnO.
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Training

w∗ = argmin
w
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δmRTM =

∑ns
i=1 J(m0,qi)

⊤di.

trained with only 200 background and seismic image pairs
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Uncertainty in the tracked horizons
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Conclusions

Uncertainty quantification is rendered impractical when

the forward operators are expensive to evaluate

the problem is high dimensional

Fourier neural operator surrogate for velocity continuation

can lead to computational improvements

can be pretrained on existing data followed by a cheaper finetuning stage to the
pertaining survey

can act as “summary functions” for scalable amortized variational inference, i.e., full
posterior learning
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Contributions

a survey-specific Fourier neural operator surrogate to velocity continuation

mapping images associated with one background model to another virtually for free

trained with only 200 background and seismic image pairs

enables accelerated uncertainty quantification w.r.t background model

Code: https://github.com/slimgroup/fno4vc
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